KEYNOTE SPEAKER • BUSINESS LEADER • HUMAN BEHAVIOR & PERFORMANCE COACH
Works with individuals to become more aware, more
intentional and become their most authentic selves.

BRIAN BOGERT COMPANIES | BRIANBOGERT.COM

Every single high-achieving individual has
been stuck, frustrated, unsure, and angry as
they start feeling their efforts barely move
the needle forward on progress. They know
they have much greater potential, yet they fall
short of the end zone repeatedly.
Brian Bogert teaches leaders, entrepreneurs,
and professionals how to become more aware
and more intentional, thus allowing them to
become who they already are, their most
authentic selves. Brian provides a roadmap to
ease the journey to self-realization. He ensures
professionals understand the difference
in using their time not in minutes, but
with INTENTION. He opens the door to
perspective, motivation and direction by
sharing with leaders how to reprogram their
brains, defy their own negative thinking,
and how to stop making excuses.When we
become who we are, we unlock what is within
and leave “good enough” behind us.

BREAKING
BEYOND
NORMAL

HOW CHOOSING TO EMBRACE PAIN CREATES SUCCESS & AVOIDS SUFFERING
Brian’s most requested topic introduces a
revolutionary concept: stop avoiding pain.
Instead, he teaches how to embrace pain to
avoid suffering. Combating the tendency to
avoid pain by learning to lean into it actually
brings long-term benefits. When working
with Brian, pain becomes reframed, so one
understands it is a crucial element of growth.
Critical skills in self-awareness and the ability
to embrace being uncomfortable provide an
opportunity to accept hard situations and still
find joy and freedom. Brian takes attendants on
a journey from avoiding pain to accepting it and
achieving purpose.

EMBRACE PAIN.
GAIN FREEDOM.

OTHER POPULAR TOPICS:
Closing the Self Awareness Gap, No Limits Thinking
& Living, The Human Element is Everything, and
Choices: You ALWAYS Have Two Minimum

“

The world tells us to reduce, eliminate or
avoid pain. I’m telling you the world is wrong.

”

“

I learned a long time ago to not get
stuck by what has happened to me,
but get moved by what I can do with it.

”

to suffering because of the injury, Brian embraced
the pain necessary to fully recover and flourish
with a reattached arm, thanks to his persistent
and proactive focus.

ABOUT
BRIAN BOGERT
Brian Bogert is a human behavior and performance
coach, speaker and author who teaches clients to
raise their level of awareness and intentionality
to become who they already are: their most
authentic selves. Brian helps growth-minded
individuals learn this transformative approach that
cultivates perspective, motivation and direction
to help them align their life with their true desires
and defy their own expectations.
Brian learned the wisdom of resiliency through
his own early experiences with pain. As a child,
he was run over by a truck and his left arm was
detached from his body. Instead of succumbing

Brian has continued to develop mindful and
actionable tools for growth in his personal and
professional endeavors. Before coaching full time,
he and his business partners led the Phoenix
location of a global insurance brokerage firm, where
in just a decade they expanded the revenue from
$250,000 to $15 million. Before that, he was a
top earner as a sales professional and mentored
new producers nationwide. His driving principle,
“if and how I can help” led him to be a founding
member of the Society of St. Vincent de Paul’s
professional advisory board, the Vinnies, and he
holds positions on various other advisory boards
and committees.
Brian is a proud Phoenix native and even prouder
father of two children with his beautiful wife.
He holds a Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration and a Bachelor of Arts in Psychology
from the University of Redlands.

“Just as important as his experience as a professional
and a leader is Brian’s experience as a human, which he
is able to build a narrative around those two sides of
him that anyone can relate to and connect with.”

JOSE URTEAGA
Community Engagement Manager,
St. Mary’s Food Bank

“Brian opened the audience to a life changing
experience, he engaged us to stretch our thoughts and
provided a road map for even greater achievement.”

ROBERT MILEY
CEO, Release the Fear

“Brian was able to quickly shift his message based upon
the millennial audience in front of him and craft a very
powerful conversation that left our employees energized
and thinking about how to set successful ‘I am’ statements
to better their lives!”

JOHN HAMBY
Former Uber Executive
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